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A- (Martine Sov)
In Haiti, Surviving Cholera is Just the Beginning
...1... January's earthquake he came with his son to Port-au-Prince to look for an aunt, presumed
dead. Her body was never found. The pair stayed with Tima's mother in a slum near Cité Soleil ...2...
three months ago when they moved ...3... a place of their own at a nearby camp. Tima rushed the boy
to a clinic ...4... he was stricken with diarrhoea and vomiting last week.[...]
They get ...5... the bus 12 miles north of the city ...6... a camp sprawled ...7... rocky hillside: Canaan,
home to an estimated 30,000 people. ...8... the foot of the slope there are cinderblock houses, ...9... as
you climb the ridge concrete gives way to wood and tarpaulin, then cardboard and twigs.
...10... late arrivals the Timas got a high, exposed spot. "It's good exercise," jokes Tima, not breaking
stride, his exhausted son asleep in his arms.
Rory Carroll, in Port-au-Prince Guardian.co.uk,Thursday 18 November 2010

AFTER-ALSO-AND-AS- AT- AWAY- BUT-DURING- FROM-IN- INTO-OFF-OF-OUT -OVER -SINCE-TO
UNTIL-- WITHB- (Adrien Lacroix)
A Chinese father who was jailed ..1...campaigning ....2.... contaminated baby milk has
suddenly dropped his plans to appeal, defence lawyers say. Zhao Lianhai's son was one of
.....3......300,000 made ill in 2008 by drinking infant formula tainted ..4... melamine. The
industrial chemical was added to dairy products to make them seem high in protein. Mr
Zhao was jailed ...5... two-and-a-half years ....6.. organising a parents1 support group and
campaigning for compensation. He vowed to appeal ...7... he was sentenced earlier this
month.
....8.. lawyers working for Mr Zhao told the BBC Chinese service they were blocked
....9.....visiting him on Monday to discuss his case.
.....10... they were given a note,
apparently from Mr Zhao, saying he no longer needed their services.
BBC News Jailed China tainted milk activist 'drops appeal' 22/10/2010
AS- ABOUT -DESPITE –DURING- FOR- FROM-HOW –INSTEAD-TO -BUT -THEIR -OVER –
SINCE-W HAT- WHEN – WHICH-WHILE- W ITH C- (Adrien Lacroix)
She may be beautiful and talented, ....1....Vogue cover girl Emma Watson has admitted
.....2...asking relationship advice
her .....3....Harry Potter co-stars, Daniel Radcliffe and
Rupert Grint, when filming the movie franchise.
"When I was .....4....the set with Daniel and Rupert, it was normally me who went to the guys
with the questions....5.. guys because I don't pretend to understand the male gender," she said.
'Tm just like, 'What is going on here? What should I be doing? I don't understand.’ So they've
helped me out a bit and been like my protective big brothers."
And, ....6.... gracing magazine covers and modelling for brands including Burberry,
Watson reveals she's not ....7...... been entirely happy with her looks.
"It's weird. It's kind....8....like your baby pictures being posted around the world on a 20foot screen," she told Parade. "It's cool in a way but also kind of slightly embarrassing. It
makes me squirm a bit, to be honest. It's funny, looking.....9..., how different we all were. I had
the bushy hair, chipmunk face, and big teeth going on, ...10....wasn't a great look for me.”
Jess Purdue Emrna's Advisors (Vogue UK) 22/11/2010

ALWAYS- AS-AT-BACK-BUT-DESPITE-FOR-FROM-IN- OF-OFF-ON-ROUND-STILL-THAT-TOWHICH-WHAT-

D- (Xue ZHAO)
Marriage Fit for a Queen
When Princess Diana told the world that she had agreed _ 1_ divorce Prince Charles,
she implied that it was not her doing or desire. She had loved Charles and would always love him.
He was the father of her children. _ 2 _ it was time for the courts to make legal what had become
established fact: The marriage had irretrievably broken _ 3 _ . Boringly, Buckingham Palace
muttered _4 _ terms, conditions and money. The Princess, upstaging as ever, talked about
feelings.
It seems only a matter of months _5 _ the young Princes William and Harry share the fate
of a third of their contemporaries and become the children of divorced parents. At least they are
not likely _ 6 _ share that of those other two Princes, Edward and Richard, imprisoned in the
Tower of London in 1483 and murdered by the uncle who later became Richard III.
The point being that the crown is no longer the desirable prize it _7 _ was. The money is
there but not the power. And a gadfly press drives one _ 8 _ distraction.
Charles married Diana in the centuries-old tradition of European royalty: Wedding a certified
virgin to beget a legitimate heir for all the world to see, the better to avoid murderous
struggles over the succession. (Even today, British royal births are public affairs, with palace
officiais standing by) Fidelity could hardly be expected ofhim, _ 9 _ of her, _10_ she had
produced the heir.
It was an accepted trade-_ 11 _ . He got an heir, a Queen and no interruption to his
love life; she got a title, royal children and a postponement of hers. As a System, it used to work
well _12 _. Many members of today's English aristocracy are descended _13 _ the
illegitimate children of kings by the women they loved and desired.
Either no one told Diana the rules or she didn't hear them properly and had read no history.
_ 14 _ , most likely, her therapists persuaded her that the rules were outrageous.
As a young woman of the 90's, Diana reflects a culture _ 15 _ which the cardinal rule is
that nothing should be allowed to stand _16 _ the way of one's personal happiness. Even
though she had married a Prince, she was entitled _17 _ a faithful husband. It was her human
right, forget any peril to the state's stability, the tranquillity of nations. _ 18 _ whatever
reason, once safely married, the heirs born, Diana reneged on the implicit bargain.
In the best tradition of this therapeutic age, she felt obliged not only to "find herself ' but to
share her quest _19 _ emotional maturity with anyone who would listen (millions worldwide, as
it happened), a soft-voiced, gently inquiring BBC reporter acting as therapist. In therapy, one must
speak the truth, _20 _ painful. Hence Diana's admission of her own infidelity -the last thing any
sensible woman living in the shadow of a divorce should do.
ABOUT-ALSO-AS-AFTER-BEFORE-BUT-DOWN- ENOUGH-EVEN-FROM-HOWEVER-IN-NORONCE-OF-OFF-OR-TO-TOO-UP-SINCE-WHEN-THOUGH
E- (Clarisse Entehe)
Bombardier Breaks into Brazil
.....1.....an $816-million (U.S.) deal to design and build a monorail system in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Bombardier Inc. (BBD-B) has secured the beachhead it was seeking to make inroads in the
potentially lucrative Latin American market.
Montreal-based Bombardier’s rail unit, Bombardier Transportation, and two consortium
partners have clinched a $1.44-billion contract to build a 24-kilometre monorail system
....2....booming Sao Paulo, the company said Monday. Bombardier’s share ......3.....the total
amount is $816-million.
Bombardier Transportation, .....4....has only a modest presence in Latin America, had been
counting ...5... winning the Sao Paulo monorail project ......6.... a breakthrough that will help
position the company ....7..... other growth throughout South America, the division’s president,
André Navarri, said recently on a conference call.
New rail and light rail projects in the region are expected to get a huge boost ...8... billions of
dollars of infrastructure spending ...9... anticipation of the 2014 World Cup finals in Brazil and the
2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, said Mr. Navarri.

Bombardier’s Innovia Monorail 300 system in Sao Paulo will serve...10... an extension of the
existing Sao Paulo Metro Line 2. The new monorail line – to be called Expresso Tiradentes – is
expected to cut the travel time for thousands of passengers ....11......50 minutes .......12.....two
hours, the company said ..13... a press release.
Tuesday, September 28, 2010 The Globe and Mail, Report on business,
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/
AS-AT-BECAUSE-BUT-FOR-FROM-IN-OF-OFF-ON-UP-UNTIL-TO-WITH-WHAT-WHEN-WHICH-WHY-

F- (Marina N’do)
Obama urged to get tough ...1... China
Currency value worries panel
A congressional advisory panel is recommending that lawmakers prod the Obama
administration ...2... tougher action ...3... what it calls China's policy of keeping its currency
undervalued.
With a wary eye on the enormous U.S. trade gap with China, the U.S.-China Economie and
Security Review Commission said Wednesday that China is creating global imbalances ...4... using
"market access-limiting practices" that fall outside its World Trade Organization commitments.
Tensions have arisen between the United States and China ....5.. what the commission describes as
China's reluctance to revalue its currency ...6.... fear of how that might damage its export-driven
economy. [...]
"Although the size of China's holdings has raised concerns about the degree of
influence China has on the U.S. economy, the lack of alternatives and the potential detrimental
impacts
... 7... China's economy make it unlikely that China would stop buying U.S. debt or liquidate its holdings
altogether," its report said [...].
The commission ...8.... said in its annual report that lawmakers should require a Pentagon
assessment of the military's capacity to withstand a Chinese air and missile assault on American
regional bases and the implications of a similar assault on Taiwan's air defenses. [...]
Wang Baodong, a spokesman ....9.... the Chinese Embassy in Washington, said the commission's
report seemed based on false assertions ....10... hark back to the Cold War era.
“I’d say China's peacefui development has helped enhance regional security and global stability," Mr.
Wang said in an e-mail. "Its responsible economy and currency policy and its sound [World Trade
Organization]-related records have contributed greatly ...11... world economy recovery and more
balanced and sustainable global development."
The Washington Times, November 17, 2010

ALSO-AGAINST-AND -AS- FOR-IN-INTO-ON- OF-OVER- OUT-STILL-THAT-TO-UP-WHICHWHEN

G- (Camille Fidèle)
J.K. Rowling's fîctional wizard not only created an industry; he has also ransformed
Hollywood
N A former Rolls-Royce factory north of London, a new kind of industry is churning. Gothic walls are
being moulded and costumes sewn. Women stitch hairs onto goblins. A sculpter creates a huge
monument to wizarding might. Two men are employed to spackle the roof. This production line at
Leavesden Studios, which has been running for almost a decade, will soon be switched ...1..
'Teople talk about the effect of factories closing," says David Heyman, who produces the Harry
Potter films. "When we stop filming next May, at least 800 people will be looking for work."
The recession of 2008-09 has been accompanied ....2... bold claims about businesses' economy
importance. ...3.... carmakers teetered many people put it about that one in ten American jobs
depended on the industry. The figure turned ..4... to include taxi drivers. Similarly adventurous

claims have been made for telecoms and road-building. As a single-handed creator of jobs and
wealth. though, few can match the writer Joanne Rowling. [...]
It is not great literature. The first three books make ...5... pleasant and occasionally gripping
beach reading. ...6.. the fourth instalment the series begins to sprawl. It also makes unconvincing
forays ...7... teenage psychology. ...8... even at their clumsiest the books are well-plotted and full
of invention. They also avoid the temptation to sneak ideology into children's heads ...9... wrapping
it in fantasy. C.S. Lewis's children's books, to which Ms Rowling's are often compared, are
spoiled by creeping piety. Philip Pullman's suffer from strident anticlericalism. Although the Harry
Potter series endorses traits ..10... as bravery and loyalty, it is intended above all to entertain. It
has, hundreds of millions of times.
http: www.economist.com/node/15108711, Dec 17th 2009 from PRINT EDITION Ronald Grant Archive
AS- ABOUT-ALTOUGH-BY-EVEN-FOR- FROM-INTO-OF-OFF-OUT-SO-SUCH-TO-THROUGH-YET-

H- (Françoise Halber Blumental)
Last week was the final week of the 2010 World Expo in Shangai, the event ...1...used to be
called the World’s Fair and a place where countries traditionally come to mark where they have
been, and where they are headed. China’s own journey, laid ...2...in multimedia splendor ...3... an
enormous, deep pavilion shaped ...4...a rice bowl, was something to behold. In the main theater,
millions came to watch a 20-minute film depicting 30 years of progress and change... 5...the life of
one family.
When the lights go ......6..., the four are seated in a humble one-room appartment, dressed in
padded clothing, eating ....7... the communal bowl.
By the time the lights come up, a large extended family, looking ... 8...characters in a Procter
& Gamble ad, housed in a city high-rise complete with flat-screen TV and midcentury-modern
furniture celebrate the birthday of a young boy with an enormous American-Style cake.
A quick tour ..9... Shanghai shows just ..10....far China has come since it opened itself to the
outside world, and capitalism, three decades ago.
“China is a rich Country” by Rana Foroohar and Isaac Stone Fish, Newsweek (8/11/2010)

AS-AROUND-DOWN-FROM-HOW-IN-LIKE-OF-OFF-OUT-SUCH-THAT-THROUGH-UP- WHATWITHIN-WHICH

I- (Olivia Singa)
Adults Behaving Childishly
They seem ...1.. such lovely people. With their nice clothes and their art books and their
careers in fields like corporate law and “wealth management.” But children will be children, and
one couple’s son has had a playground altercation ...2... the other couple’s son, and teeth were
lost. So now the adults are getting together to work it all ...3...., in a civilized manner, over
espresso.
But the civilized aspect won’t last long. That’s the joy of Yasmina Reza’s comedy “God of
Carnage,” which opened at TheaterWorks in Hartford on Nov. 12. Pretty soon all four adults are
behaving in fairly savage, childish ways.
This production is something of a coup for TheaterWorks. It’s the second licensed production
of the play ...4... its Broadway run, ...5... began in 2009. “God of Carnage,” translated by
Christopher Hampton, won the Tony Award ...6... best play and, before that, the Olivier Award,
London theater’s Tony equivalent.
“We’re certainly beyond thrilled ...7.. have it,” Steve Campo, artistic director of TheaterWorks,
said in a telephone interview from Hartford. “This is one of the most popular plays that’s been on
Broadway in recent years. It’s an absolutely astonishing gift to us and to our audiences.” This is
also the play’s East Coast regional premiere; the first licensed production opened at the Seattle
Repertory Company last month.

The team ..8... TheaterWorks has put together begins with the director, Tazewell Thompson,
who did “Broke-ology” there earlier this fall. Wynn Harmon and Candy Buckley play the roles
originated by James Gandolfini and Marcia Gay Harden on Broadway; Royce Johnson and Susan
Bennett play the Jeff Daniels and Hope Davis roles.
Some critics have suggested that it takes four stellar performances to make a great
entertainment out of “God of Carnage,” that it’s just a fancied-up Punch and Judy show. But Mr.
Campo hasn’t even seen earlier productions of the play. He rarely does, he said, when he is
considering a play for TheaterWorks, because he doesn’t want to be influenced by the
performances. It’s the playwright ...9.. earns his praise.
“Yasmina Reza is ..10.. intelligent and ...11.. able to find what it is that abides in even the
most sophisticated of adults,” he said. “And that which abides is the ability to be idiotic.”
“And it’s delightful,” he continued. “It’s wicked, ....12.. a way. There’s a kind of naughtiness in
...13.. she reveals.”
New York Times, November 19, 2010
AS-ALSO-AT-FOR-IN-LIKE-OUT-SINCE-TO-THAT-SO-SUCH-VERY-WHAT-WHICH-WHO-WHOSE-WITH-

To be continued....
(N’hésitez à m’envoyer vos contributions).

